TRIPLE C
from the world’s only
Stevens  Costello

Brass Embouchure Clinic
Owner — Director Roy Stevens

A MESSAGE TO ALL BRASS PLAYERS, BAND DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, AND NON-PLAYING TEACHERS OF BRASS: Roy Stevens is the world’s most acknowledged teacher and diagnostician of embouchure problems, and is the author of "Embochure Trouble Self-Analysis" and the "Phenomenal Triple C Embouchure Technique," volume one and two combined. Now available... $45.00.

Also available on tape for the first time anywhere: the "Phenomenal Triple C Embouchure Technique". A set of six one-hour cassette tapes consisting of the most detailed facts and proven theory dealing with brass playing and its problems. Roy Stevens guides and demonstrates — first by playing each subject area incorrectly in terms of embouchure limitations and then proceeds to correct the various problems in all registers with detailed explanations of how to articulate and apply corrective measures to your playing technique. These tapes include all the answers to the questions you've always wondered about. Roy Stevens can help you play and teach on the highest professional level possible. Place your order now. Tapes not sold separately.

Triple C Embouchure Tapes (6 tape set)

Roy Stevens is also clinician for the Holton, LeBlanc Corp., makers of the superbly balanced Maynard Ferguson M.F. Trumpet and Superbone, plus the unique, distinctive Don Ellis Four Valve-Quarter Tone Trumpet.

ROY STEVENS Custom Mouthpieces now available in the following models: Trumpet (all models have medium cup, Curvex medium rim and 27 throat). R.S. 1 — brilliant lead sound, balanced for today's more strenuous playing demands. R.S. 2 — brilliant lead or jazz timbre, with slightly darker quality. R.S. 3 — darker "Symphonic" sound. With the R.S. 1 & 2 trumpet mouthpieces you will be able to create the best possible match with any instrument without suffering undue stress or fatigue. With all three you will have all the mouthpieces you need for any instrument, any playing situation.

(6) Six extended 90 Minute Triple C Embouchure Tapes; Now Available. This set is unique, informative. For learning and teaching. The only set of its kind in the world. The price is $300.00.
(2) Two most informative Embouchure Tapes (90 minutes); Roy Stevens at the University of Denver and The Lamont School of Music. The price is $90.00.
(1) 90 Minute Brass Conference of 1981. Embouchure Tapes, very interesting. The price is $45.00.

Remember: a correct embouchure has no limitation.

Send check or money order payable to: STEVENS-COSTELLO Embouchure Clinic, For Private Instruction: write same or phone (212) 217-4092.
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NOW AVAILABLE: TRIPLE-C-MOUTHPIECES, balanced, tested by ROY STEVENS. (TRPT) R.S. 1 = Powerful strong sound. R.S. 2 = Powerful strong sound slightly darker. R.S. 3 Symphony Model = True classical sound. (Cornet-Fleugel) R.S. 2 = Exquisite dark sound. Same size rim as trpt.

All above models $42. (Trombone R.S. 1 or 2 $47.)

ROY STEVENS is the world’s most acknowledged teacher and diagnostician of embouchure problems and is the author of "EMBOUCHURE TROUBLE SELF-ANALYSIS" and the "PHENOMENAL TRIPE-C-EMBOUCHURE TECHNIQUE" Vols. One and Two combined. Now available at $7. Send check or money order to:

STEVENS-COSTELLO BRASS EMBOUCHURE CLINIC
1595 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10019

For private instruction write same or phone
(212) CI 7-4092 or (914) 762-3949
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ATTENTION! BRASS PLAYERS.
RANGE, POWER, ENDURANCE, can be yours WITH ALL TONES PLAYABLE FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE HORN UP TO DOUBLE AND TRIPLE HIGH-C.

Join some of the HEAVYWEIGHTS who STUDIED with ROY STEVENS, DON ELLIS, LIN BIVIANO WITH MAYNARD FERGUSON, VINCE PENZARELLA with the N.Y. PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA, LLOYD MICHELS and ROY ROMAN.
SPECIAL RATE FOR UNIV. STUDENTS. CALL (212) 247-4092 Res. (914) 762-3949 or WRITE for CONVENIENT LESSON TIME.

STEVENS-COSTELLO BRASS EMBOUCHURE CLINIC
1595 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10019

Remember: a correct Embouchure has no limitation